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There is a moment in time, a before and after, to Antoinette Slick’s life as an artist. She 
speaks of this transition--a literal geographical move--as the moment when her work 
shifted into place, when an understanding occurred and liberation began.  

Art entered Slick’s life early. As a child, her parents always made sure she had supplies, but 
when it came time for college--she was the first in her family to attend--Slick was told she 
must have a vocation, at a time when the choices available for women were either teacher 
or nurse. “Blood made me sick, so I decided to be a teacher,” Slick says of her choice to go 
into education of students with special needs. She graduated from Kent State University in 
Ohio with Honors and started teaching. Marriage, and then nine months later, premature 
twins, a husband in school and building a business, a move to Michigan, more kids--as she 
says, “Art was not a part of my life.” But the spark was still there, the urge to paint still 
smoldering.  

When life with four kids became more manageable, she started taking painting classes at a 
community art center. A more accomplished friend gave her private lessons. In the 
meantime, she and her husband adopted a daughter. The painting supplies went back on 
the shelf. When her daughter went to school, Slick challenged herself to “Get a job or get 
serious about painting.” She got serious about painting. She took more workshops, and 
started showing her work. Juried exhibitions and outdoor festivals followed, and so did 
recognition. Primarily working in watercolor, she won prestigious awards and held 
leadership positions in arts organizations.  

In the midst of these years of artistic growth and public recognition, Slick and her husband 
decided to move to Florida, mostly because of his business. It was this dramatic shift of 
geography to which Slick credits her artistic liberation. But it was not the sand, sea, palms, 
and clouds that inspired her. It was the physical move, the miles between her prior 
successes and her artistic future. In Ohio she was a noteworthy artist in her circles and 
there was an expectation surrounding her work there. Florida offered freedom from that 
expectation. She began to be more experimental, using watercolors to go beyond the 
traditional landscapes and still life paintings for which she had found artistic validation and 
early success. Eventually she left watercolors behind (“It’s either good or bad--you can’t do 
a whole lot about it once you screw it up”) in favor of acrylics, which offered much broader 
possibilities for experimentation. Slick shifted deeper into abstraction and then into non-
objectivity. “I finally decided to stop giving hints--no birds, trees, rocks, or anything.” 

She credits this shift to instructors who pushed her to think more deeply about her work 
and its intentions, and peers who inspired her and welcomed her into their community. 
The thriving network of artists living and working the in the New Smyrna Beach area have 
a treasure that Slick very quickly discovered--the Atlantic Center for the Arts (ACA). “Every 
time I can go to the ACA, I go.” This gem of an artistic retreat is where Slick explored 
abstraction and non-objectivity tenaciously studying the unspoken language of art and 
solidifying her place within the artistic community. 



Of her work and her practice, to which she is deeply dedicated, Slick says: “We speak so 
deeply of the work. I’m dedicated but I don’t take it all that seriously.” And she 
understands, not from building her reputation, but cultivating her creativity, that 
dedication and levity are not mutually exclusive. Her dedication shows by rising every 
morning before sunup to paint in her home studio that sits on the banks of the Halifax 
River in Ormand Beach, FL and has resulted in the consistently strong body of work she has 
created. The levity is in the work itself, in the wicked smart dichotomy that shows itself in 
the metaphors of Slick’s intelligent work.  
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